7TH COLLOQUIUM ON QUEBEC STUDIES

QUEBEC

PAST AND PRESENT

MARCH 29-30 2019

BISHOP’S UNIVERSITY
McGreer - Cleghorn Common Room

PROGRAM
Friday, March 29

8:30 am  Registration

8:45 am  Welcome and Introductory Remarks
Dr. Miles Turnbull – Bishop’s University
Dr. Christopher Kirkey & – Dr. Cheryl Gosselin – Colloquium Co-Convener / SUNY Plattsburgh / Bishop’s University
Dr. Gordon Barker – President ETRC / Bishop’s University

9:00 am  Panel 1 – Quebec Nationalism
Chair: Dr. Gordon Barker – President ETRC / Bishop’s University

Dr. Frédérick Guillaume Dufour – UQAM
The Past and Future of Nationalism in Québec

Emanuel Guay – UQAM
The Barren Marriage of Nationalism and the Left in Quebec, 1968-2018

Anaïs Lépine Lopez & Veronique Leblanc – McGill University
Populism in Québec: Issues and Realities

10:00 am  Coffee break

10:15 am  Panel 2 – Indigenous Affairs
Chair: Dr. Valerie Martin – ETRC

Fannie Dionne – McGill University
Fraud in the Archives: A French-Wendat Manuscript’s Travels From the 17th to 21st Centuries

Janet Chandler Allingham
From Erasure to Re-emergence: The Survival of the Western Abenaki in the Borderlands of Southern Quebec and Vermont

Philippe Néméh-Nombré – University of Montreal
The ,Savage’, the ,Slave’ and the unfree ,Native’: Quebec’s Ontopolitical Complex

12:00 pm  Lunch

1:30 pm  Panel 3 – Early Years of Quebec Contemporary Policy
Chair: Dr. Julie Frédette – Bishop’s University

Dr. Jonathan Slater – SUNY Plattsburgh
Global Village, Global War Machine

Mary-Jane Roy – University of Sherbrooke & Olivia Kurajian – McGill University
We’re Sick of It; ‘On est tannée’: Past and Present Influence of Feminism in Quebec Politics

2:15 pm  Panel 4 – Material History
Chair: Dr. Valerie Martin – ETRC

Sophie Fortin – Université Laval
The Toy Revolution: Doll and Doll accessories, from Anderson Site, within the Transition to the Industrial Era

Dr. Ross Fox – Royal Ontario Museum & University of Toronto
Interpreting the Wood Analysis of Ten Clocks with a Lower Canadian Provenance in the Royal Ontario Museum

3:00 pm  Coffee Break
3:15 pm  Panel 5 – Language Issues
Chair: Dr. Valerie Martin – ETRC
Jocelyn Grubb – Bishop’s University
It’s Complicated - Select Perspectives from the English-Speaking Social Service Sector on Language Policy in the Eastern Townships
Dr. Brian Lewis, Dr. Lorraine O’Donnell & Dr. Patrick Donovan – Concordia University
Language Policy and Minority Community Vitality: The Case of Quebec
Dr. Paul Zanazanian & Emmanouela Tisizi – McGill University
Trendsetters’ historical memories of English-speaking Quebec and degrees of inclusion: A comparative look at community leaders and English-language history teachers
Jaëlle Dutremble-Rivet – Concordia University
Beyond the Language Wars in Montréal: Exploring Young Montréalers Relationship to Language Through Research Creation

Saturday, March 30

9:00 am  Panel 6 – History
Chair: Dr. Christopher Kirkey – SUNY Plattsburgh
Dr. Patrick Lacroix – Phillips Exeter Academy
Finding Quebec in Northern New England and New York: Disrupting the Forty-Fifth Parallel
Olivia Kurajian – McGill University
Complicating “The Straight” Path: Contrast Between Imperial Visions and French Colonial Experience, Detroit 1700-1770

9:45 am  Panel 7 – SUNY Plattsburgh Student Panel
Chair: Dr. Lise Heroux – SUNY Plattsburgh
Lauren Lawliss, Shania Daniel and Louis Voss – SUNY Plattsburgh
American Convenience Stores versus Canadian Convenience Stores

10:00 am  Coffee Break

10:15 am  Panel 8 – Identity and Place
Chair: Dr. Valerie Martin – ETRC
Dr. Yulia Bosworth – Binghamton University
Dr. Ceri Morgan – Keele University
Language Policy and Minority Community Vitality: The Case of Quebec
Dr. Anastasia Kamanos
Twice a Stranger: Narratives of Memory, Place, Language and Identity

11:15 pm  Concluding Remarks
COLLOQUIUM ORGANIZERS

Christopher Kirkey, Ph.D.
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Professor, Department of Sociology
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Gordon Barker, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department of History
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Fabian Will
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